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1 Vocabulary 
 

Match the pictures with the sentences.  
1.Planets go around the sun. 
2. Landfill site is a big problem for the Earth . 
3. Sea is the natural place of many animals.  
4.The heart pumps blood round the body. 

  a               b             

 c                     d             
 

1 

1  
Mach the definitions in part A with the words in B.(there is one extra in B) 
 _________A________                     ___B___ 

    5) observatory:         a) the time after now 
 6) healthy:               b) place where people can watch the planets and stars 
 7) collect:                c) good for body 
 8) future:                d) move someone or something from one place to  another                                                 
                               e)to go and get someone or something 
  

2 

2 Fill in the the blanks with the given words..(there is one extra word) 
against / fact / hopefully/ healthy / instead 

9.  Would you like a cup of tea ……………. of coffee. . 
10.It's a ……………..that we should save nature. 

11.  ………… ,.people will pay more attention to wildlife . 
12.White blood cells defend our ……………..diseases.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
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1 Grammar 
Choose the best answer. 

13.Reza is  ( younger than/the youngest) player in the team. 
14. The bed is hard ,but it is ( the best / better) than nothing. 
15. Next year I  (make / will make) a new house. 
16. They ( are going to buy /will buy  ) a house soon.They have enough 

money. 
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2 Choose the best answer. 

 
17. Tina is free tonight. She -------------- to read some poems. 
    a .is going                 b. will go                c. goes                    d. would go  
18.  I bought a …………… ball for my son  yesterday.  
 a. beautiful white plastic                             b. beautiful white plastic  
 c. beautiful white plastic                              d. plastic beautiful white  
19. When you keep nature clean and safe, the animals will live ------------.  
    a. long                   b. as long                  c. longer                d. longest 
20.Ali is 160  centimeters, Mina is 160 centimeters. Ali is 

……………………………Mina. 
    a) as short               b) as short as                    c) short                     d) shorter than 
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1   
 Make Wh-questions.  
Maryam  will study  her lessons in the library this afternoon. 
21.........................................................? (will study) 
22.........................................................? (this afternoon)         
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2 
 Writing 

Read the following sentences and choose the best option. 

 

23  This is a low( mountain /mountains) . 
24.  I saw two ( wolves /wolf) in the zoo . 
25.That young (women/woman) is sitting on the chair .  

26. Some (person /  people) do not take care of animals  

7 

1 Unscramble the given words. 
27. The weather is beautiful in the ………..(psnrgi) 
28. Ants are ……………..(iaagnmz) animals . 
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2   There are some  mistakes in the text bellow, find and correct them. (2) 
The Persian gulf is a very important sea between Iran and some arab  Countries. 
Its Wildlife is interesting. You can see some beautiful sea animals such as Dolphins 

there.    29. ..............                                 31. ................ 
               30. ................                               32. ................ 
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1 Find one common and one proper noun in the following sentences. Write 
 My brother is a doctor. He works in a hospital. He lives with his wife in Mashhad. 
Common noun ………………….. proper noun ……………………. 
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2 Put the following adjectives in the proper column.(there is one extra word). 

young / Chinese / neat/ dark/ large  

Size Age quality Nationality 
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Reading 
Read the passage and choose the correct answer. 

Microbes are really 33………… .They are everywhere! They live all around you, on you 
and 34……… you! Microbes are very small, so you can’t see them. But don’t worry. Some 
microbes make you sick but most others keep you 35………. And even help you to fight 
36……… . There are so many different 37……….. of microbes. We still don’t really know 
how many there are, but we know that microbes do lots of different 38……….. . 
 33. a. interested            b. wonderful            c. difficult                 d. beauty 
 34. a. inside                   b. above                    c. without                    d. under  
35. a. clear                    b. dangerous               c. expensiv                d. healthy  
36. a. disease               b. detail                       c. fact                              d. drop  
37. a. thousands           b. words                    c. types                            d. wonders  
38. a. plains                  b. parts                      c. things                             d. boxes 
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5  
Read the passage and answer the questions. 
COVID-19 is a disease caused by a new strain of coronavirus. ‘CO’ stands for corona, ‘VI’ for virus, 
and ‘D’ for disease.Symptoms can include fever, cough and shortness of breath. In more severe 
cases, infection can cause  breathing difficulties. Some  symptoms are similar to the flu (influenza) or 
the common cold, which are a lot more common than COVID-19. This is why testing is required to 
confirm if someone has COVID-19.The virus is transmitted through direct contact with respiratory 
droplets of an infected person (generated through coughing and sneezing). Individuals can also be 
infected from and touching surfaces contaminated with the virus and touching their face (e.g., eyes, 
nose, mouth). 
 I t is easy to take care of ourselves by doing  some easy  actions: 

 ✓ staying home when sick; ✓ covering mouth and nose with flexed elbow or tissue when coughing 

or sneezing. Dispose of used tissue immediately; ✓ washing hands often with soap and water; and 

✓ cleaning frequently touched surfaces and objects. 

A. Answer the questions:                                                                     
 

39.What is COVID-19? 

40. What are the  symptoms of COVID-19 ? 

41. Write  some actions to prevent disease?(two) 
42."severe " in  line 2 means:…………………. 
43. The  virus is transmitted through direct contact with respiratory droplets of 
an ………………….. person. 
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Listening part: 
 
44.What do you know about………………….and any animals that lives there? 
45.But people are making the jungles polluted and………………. 
46.They are ……………………..the trees. 
47.The animals are not …………………,they need help. 

 

24      

With the best wishes for you Ostevar. 
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